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THE FIRST ASCENT OF THE MATTERHORN 

THE NARRATIVE OF' YOUNG' PETER TAUGWALDER 
• 

A nnotated by D. F. 0. DANGAR and T. S. BLAKENEY 

FOREWORD 
• 

following narrative of the first ascent of the Matterhorn was 
obtained from 'Young' Peter Taugwalder in 1917 by the late 
H. F. Montagnier and sent by him to J. P. Farrar, who evidently 

intended printing it in the ALPINE J OURNAL. 1 A note was sent by 
Farrar, via Montagnier, to Taugwalder, asking him to agree to the 
record being published with some deletions (Farrar proposed to omit 
the less complimentary references to Whymper), but nothing is known 
of the result. 

• 

The MS. is among Montagnier's papers in the Alpine Club, , in 
German, with a French translation. It would seem that Montagnier 
had a copy made of the original German document and sent either the 
latter or the copy to Farrar, whilst retaining the other for himself, 

, 

having a French translation made, as he himself did not know German. 
Farrar remarks that ' his narrative is written in such remarkably good 
German that I am tempted to ask whether he wrote it himself'. The MS. 
at the Alpine Club is certainly not in Young Peter's 'vriting and almost 
certainly is a copy of the original document received by Montagnier, 
for it has evidently been checked with the original, as certain small 
emendations show. H. E. G. Tyndale appears to have seen it 2 but 
made no use of it. One can only conclude that the original document 
was lost with others of Farrar's papers. 3 

The translation into English has been made from the German by 
Mr. H. A. Meyer, to whom we are much indebted, and it has been 
checked with Montagnier's French translation. To avoid tampering 
with the document, vve have retained Taugwalder's occasional mis
spellings, such as ' Duglas ', ' Cros ', and the like. 

That a particular interest attaches to any account of the Matterhorn 
disaster goes without saying. Despite all the expansion of mountaineer
ing since 186s, it is safe to assert that the first ascent of this most famous 
of Alpine peaks retains first place among dramatic climbing incidents. 
It has been the theme of countless articles and anecdotes ; Bishop 

1 Farrar to Montagnier, November 26, 1917 ; A.C. archives. 
2 Scrambles, 6th edn., p. viii. 
3 See A.J. 6o. 148. From a remark by Farrar in a letter of April 2, 1917 to 

Montagnier, it seems likely that Young Peter dictated his story to a man sent by 
· Montagnier to interview him (see belo·w, p . 503, note 34). 
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Forrest Browne and Lord Conway were reputed to have taken the true 
secret of the accident to their graves ; the elder Taugwalder suffered 
under the accusations of having either cut the rope or having delib
erately employed a weak rope between himself and those below him ; 
even Whymper is said to have declared that he himself had cut it. 4 

Probably few people today believe these stories ; the elde-r Taug
walder's statements of his reactions when the accident took place are 
entirely convincing, 5 and Whymper himself makes sufficient comment 
on the suggestion that Taugwalder had cut the rope ' that he could not 
do so at the moment of the slip, and that the end of the rope in my 
possession sho~rs that he did not do so beforehand '. 6 Y eats Brown was 
shown the rope by Whymper and says cat~gorically ' it had been 
broken, not cut, and was not a new rope ' and that it was absurd to 
·talk of Taugwalder having cut it. 7 What did stick, however, \¥ere 
Whymper's remarks (which have always seemed to us uncalled-for) 
about the ' very ugly look for Taugwalder ' provided by the fact that 
the rope that broke was the weakest of those with the party. 8 

4 The late G. E. Howard was told by A. E. W. Mason that the latter had 
Whymper to dine with him one evening and, after tongues became loosened, 
Whymper remarked that he had cut the rope himself. It would seem that this 
was meant to refer to the time when h.e and Croz were unroping before 
racing to the summit, and even if true, would have no ·direct bearing on the 
accident, except that it might have reduced the length of sound rope available 
for the descent, hence 0 Id Taugwalder using the weak rope between himself 
and Douglas. G. E. Howard himself told this story to T. S. Blakeney; and 
see C. Gos, Le Cervin, I, p. 192 ; Arnold Lunn, Zermatt and the Valais, p. 40 ; . 
A.J. 57. 106. 

Hearsay evidence of this sort must be regarded with suspicion. As for the 
' 

' secret ' of the accident, nothing in either Taugwalder's or Whymper's accounts 
suggests that there was anything to hide. Bishop Browne's testimony is dis
cussed in A.J. 53· 366 ; 57· 108, and cannot be regarded as satisfactory. The 
story of Whymper having sealed up the bag in which were the remains of the 
broken rope is not necessarily inconsistent with fragments of the rope being in 
the Zermatt museum (see also A.J. 6o. 381), though ~ord Conway was told by 
Bishop Browne that the rope exhibited at Zermatt as the one that broke was in 
fact not that rope (information from Mr. C. A. Elliott, '\vho was given it by 
Lord Conway). 

5 A.J. 33· 234 sqq. ; Scrambles, 6th edn., pp. 374-8. 
6 Scrambles, 1st edn., p. 404 n. ; 6th edn., p. 329 n. 
7 Family Notes, pp. 277-8. 
8 Scrambles, Ist edn., p. 403 ; 6th edn., p. 328. Whymper goes on, in a foot

note on a later page, to speak of the suspicious fact that this rope between 0 Id 
Peter and Douglas ' was the thinnest and weakest one that we had '. By making 
these comments, Whymper inevitably accentuated a suggestion of foul play, 
though it is only fair to him to say that the Zennatt guides also are said to have 
accused Taugwalder: see F. S. Smythe, Edward Whymper, pp. 193, 203 ; A.J. 
45· 327 ; Whymper, The Graphic, Sept. 29, 1894, p. 374· Farrar (A.J. 33· 248) 
opined that there was ' some justification ' for Whymper's words, and certainly 
Old Peter was prepared to justify himself for using the rope see his answer to 

• 

• 

• 
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In view of the publicity given to the Matterhorn accident, it was not 
unnatural that the survivors should try to exculpate themselves from 
blame. Inevitably, too, it fell mostly to Whymper to relate the event. 
That verbal differences should occur between his different narratives 
is perfectly natural ; indeed, it would be rather suspicious had they 
been identical. Understandably, in telling the story to acquaintances, 
such as Girdlestone 9 or M' Cormick 10 or in writing his letter to The 
Times, or in his accounts in Scrambles or elsewhere, some points receive 
slightly different treatment ; but as Professor Graham Brown has said, 11 

the substantial correspondence and consistency of Whymper's various 
narratives is remarkable. 12 

Whymper put the responsibility of taking Hadow on the climb upon 
Hudson's shoulders, and F. J: A. Hort agrees, 13 as does F. A. Yeats 
Brown, 14 though Hort may be only echoing Whymper's views, trans
mitted through Girdlestone.15 To some extent it seems true that 
Hudson U'as blameworthy; though one has to remember that an ascent of 
Mont Blanc, on which Hadow's capability was particularly based, was 
still apt to be regarded as a big climbing feat. Moreover, the formation 
of the entire climbing party was done in rather a haphazard fashion. 
Girdlestone says he might have joined in but for being unwell 16 ; it is 
said by Gos17 that the Rev. R. Woodmightalsohave been of the party, but 
this is improbable, for Wood did not know personally any of its members.1B 

Question 29 at the Enquiry (A.J. 33. 238-9). Taugwalder's reply was slightly 
evasive, but amounted to saying that he considered the rope was good enough. 
We do not agree with all of Farrar's criticism, as we think he was misled in 
regarding the rope tying the first four men as being 200ft. in length (see below, 
Appendix (2)). 

~ A.J. 57· 375 sqq. 
10 A Sad Holiday, 3rd edn., p. 14. See also M'Cormick's letter, dated July 

17, in The Times of July 22, 1865. This is probably the first record of what 
Whymper believed to have been the cause of the accident. M' Cormick 
arrived back in Zermatt from the Gornergrat on the afternoon of July 1 5, 
t\~{enty-four hours before Girdlestone, and it can be regarded as certain that 
Whymper gave him a full account of the accident as soon as he met him, and 
had plenty of time on the Sunday morning to discuss the matter still further 
in the course of the expedition to find the bodies. 

11 A.J. 57. 376. 
12 Smythe, op. cit., p. 196, claims that no-one has challenged Whymper's 

story; H. E. G. Tyndale, Scrambles, 6th edn., p. viii, says much the same. 
13 Life and Letters, vol. 2, pp. 39-40. 
14 Op. cit., p. 277: 'Mr. Hadow should not have been encouraged to attempt 

such a formidable mountain. I could judge of that, having just seen him on 
M. Blanc'. 

15 See Professor Graham Brown's discussion in A.J. 57· 381-3. One cannot 
seriously doubt that Hudson, by the time he reached Zermatt, fully intended 
to take Hadow, though inexperienced, with him and Croz on the attempt. 

16 A J . d H . 17 0 . . . 57. 3 7 5 , an o rt, op. et t. , p. 3 9. 'P. et t., p. 1 o I. 
18 See Echo des Alpes, 1867, p. 67. 
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T. S. Kennedy, too, had arranged in the spring of 1865 to join Hudson 
in an attempt on the mountain, but could not keep the appointment.19 

The Rev. J ames Robertson was also invited, as related in A.J. 21, 

538, evidently by Hudson, whom he had met in Chamonix, and not by 
Whymper, whom he did not know until he had arrived in Zermatt with 
Yeats Brown after the accident. Gos's statement (Le Cervin, i, 123) 

that Robertson was asked on July 12 by Hudson to join them is definitely 
wrong, for Robertson was not in Zermatt on that day. 

Hudson left a note behind him suggesting to M'Cormick that he 
might like to follow them, 20 but this invitation was not so casual as it 
might appear, since it is evident from M' Cormick's letter in The Times 
of July 22, 1865, that both he and Birkbeck had entered into a previous· 
arrangement with Hudson to join him in his attempt. See also A Sad 
Holiday, p. 3.21 Whymper described himself as' fortuitously a member' 
of the expedition. 22 The fateful order of descent ; the rather casual 
employment of the ropes ; all point to a carelessness no doubt in part 
engendered by the excitement of the occasion. 23 . 

Taugwalder's narrative is, manifestly, designed to acquit himself and 
his father of some of the accusations, particularly those of cowardly 
behaviour, made by Whymper. It is not surprising that this is so, for 
Whymper had spoken harshly of them and tended to go out of his way 
to exalt his own share in the climb. He did not run down Croz, it is 
true, but later in life he wrote critically of Hudson and he rather con
descendingly said it was determined that Douglas should take part in 
the expedition, ·when it is at least arguable that it was Douglas who 
invited Whymper and not vice versa.24 

Carl Egger 25 entered the lists on behalf of the elder Taugwalder and 
has been zealously supported by Sir Arnold Lunn, who is somewhat 
allergic to Whymper.26 

19 A.:J. 3. 68, 76. 
20 Smythe, op. cit., p. 180. Hudson seems to have been a little prone to 

invite people light-heartedly to join him on expeditions: see M'Cormick, op. cit., 
pp. 3, 4, 12. 

21 In a letter (unpublished facsimile in A.C. archives) from Hudson to 
M'Cormick, dated April 25, 1865, Hudson suggests their having ' a shot at the 
Matterhorn ' from Zermatt that summer. 

22 Scrambles, 6th edn., p. 226 . 
23 Cp. Smythe, op. cit., p. 190. A reviewer of Scrambles in Blackwood's 

Magazine, Oct. 1871, p. 465, remarks on the 'curiously accidental character' 
of this successful expedition. 

24 Scrambles, 6th edn., pp. 322-4, 325-6, 328, 330 n. ; Strand Magazine, 
January 1909, p. 55 ; see Professor Graham Brown's comments in A.J. 57· 383. 

25 Pioniere der Alpen, pp. 178 sqq. 
26 A.J. 55· 290-6; Zermatt and the Valais, pp. 32-45; and in his forthcoming 

history of the Alpine Club, p. 46 sqq. W. Henry Lewin, Climbs, pp. IJ0-145 
[1932] had already argued the case for.,.Taugwalder . 

• 
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Tcicplwio by Dr. C. Atkiu Swan from !he Riffcl~lp.] 

' THE EASTER:-\ FACE, FRO>;TI:-\G ZEltMATT, SEEMED ONE SMOOTH, ! ~ACCESSIBLE CLIFF 
FROlVI SUMM IT TO BASE.' 
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Young Peter's account that follows is, however, the only first
hand narrative apart from Whymper's. 27 Taugwalder wa~ under a 
disadvantage in that he was an old man when he told his story, and his 
memory was, very naturally, uncertain. Moreover, he had a grudge 
against Whymper, who had shown up his guides' shortcomings rather 
mercilessly. Young Peter tells us nothing of the immediate cause of the 
accident ; he was too distant to perceive details. But if we can eliminate 
the element of ' scoring-off ' Whymper that is apparent ; if we can 
discount the occasional tones of self-praise ; and if we make allowances 
for the frailties of an old man's memory, we can see that, substantially, 
Taugwalder tells much the same tale as Whymper. Details vary, and 
some mist~kes occur, and these we have discussed in the notes that 
follow the narrative ; but the general story is the one the whole world 
knows and which, while mountain adventure retains its hold upon the 
human mind, is never likely to perish. 

27 The main sources of Whymper's testimony are : 
(j) His letter dated Interlaken, July 25, 1865, to E. von Fellenberg, 

now in the library of the Section Berne, S .A.C. (facsimile in A.C. 
archives). This letter was not published, but is virtually identical 
with that sent by Whymper on July 26 to Signor Rimini, Hon. 
Secretary of the C.A.I., and printed (in Italian translation) in 
C.A.I. Bollettino, x865, no. x, pp. 2o-25. 

(ii) Letter to The Times, dated Haslemere, August 7, 1865, and printed 
on August 8. This letter is to be found also in A.J. 2, pp. 148 
sqq. ; and in Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers, Everyman edn., pp. 280 
sqq. An Italian translation of the letter appeared in Rivista delle 
Alpi, degli Appennini e Vulcani, Turin 1865 (see Die Alpen, March 
1956, ' Varia ' , p. 45), and was reproduced in part in DoJlfus
Ausset's Materiaux pour l'etude des glaciers, vol. 6, pp. 455-8. 
Dollfus-Ausset treated Whymper's ascent as the second only. 

(iii) ScrQmbles, 1871 and later editions. The substance of this narrative 
(from the 4th edn.) is reprinted in his guide-book, Zermatt and the 
Matterhorn, I st edn., 1897. 

(iv) The account printed in the Journal de Z ermatt, August 25, 1895. 
(v) Articles in Y oung England, London, April-May, 1894, pp. 160-4; 

208- xo. (These contribute little to our knowledge, being based 
largely on Scrambles ; they deal mostly with the earlier attempts on 
the Matterhorn and the accident of I 86 5 is disposed of in a sentence 
or two.) 

(vi) Whymper's evidence at the official enquiry into the accident. For 
this last, see Alpine Journal, vol. 33 (November 1920), pp. 234-50. 

Other, more incidental, references are quoted in the Notes below. In his 
later years, Whymper's memory was not always reliable (see Lunn's comments 
in A.J. 55· 294) and in reading him one must allow for the possibility of the 
story becoming embellished with the passage of time. 
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'YOUNG, PETER TAUGWALDER'S NARRATIVE 

(The numbers in brackets refer to the Notes that follow) 

Mr. M ontagnier: 

HoNOURED SIR, 

You have asked me for a description of the first ascent of the Matter
horn in r865, the occasion of the terrible accident in which four fine 
and strong young men lost their lives. I am now 7 5 years of age but, 
in spite of the 52 years which have passed since then, I can remember 
many things that occurred just as well as if they had happened yester
day. Indeed, such was the impression made by that fearsome disaster 
that I shall never forget it as long as I live (I). 

It was in the first half of July of the year named that the youthful 
Lord Duglas came to Zermatt (2) and did a number of climbs in the 
company of my late father, among them the first ascent of the Ober 
Gabelhorn (3). He also intended to attempt the ascent of the Matter
horn . . At that point, on about July roth or rrth, the Chamonix guide 
Michel Cros arrived at the Hotel Monte Rosa with the Englishmen 
Wymper, Hadow and Hudson, intending to clinch the ascent of the 
Matterhorn ; whereupon Lord D~glas and his guide decided to join 
them (4). 

At that time I was very young indeed and the first down was just 
sprouting on my uppe_r lip ; but I had enough spirit to feel that no rock 
was too high, no glacier too steep for me. When I was only 16, I had 
already done Monte Rosa, with three English students and myfather(5). 
He had not wanted me to come along, fearing it would be too cold for 
me Monte Rosa is a notoriously cold mountain and many have from 
time to time suffered frostbitten toes upon it. But I insisted on going 
along, for it was I who, on a trip to the Gornergrat, had persuaded the 
three students to undertake the climb ; they were therefore, as it were, 
my clients, and I told my father that if he did not want to undertake 
the climb I would get another guide to lead it. To cut a long story 
short, I went along and it was a great success ; my delight alone would 
have taken me to the top. 

But to return to the matter in hand. I was no longer a novice 
among the mountains, having by then done the Breithorn and a number 
of other climbs (6); and so my father suggested taking me along. His 
proposal was to get two other guides and make up two parties, but this 
did not appeal to Mr. Hudson, who modestly thought he and his com
panions were all better than guides ( 7). 

On the morning of July 13th we collected the necessary provisions 
at the Monte Rosa Hotel and started on our way at about 9 a.m. (8). 
The weather was marvellous; the Matterhorn, entirely snow-free (g), 
bade us a smiling welcome in the morning sunshine. 
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We lunched on the Hornli. The view was glorious. All around us 
stood the great peaks in all their majesty ; above the green of the 
valley the dark pine woods svvept up to the edge of the eternal ice. 
My heart was uplifted with joy and I could hardly wait for the 
next ·morning to come. When we reached · the base of the Matter
horn we put up our tents and camped. I and Cros however went 
up a good distance, to about the spot where they later built the 
so-called ' Old Refuge ' ( 10) ; everything went splendidly and we 
encountered not the slightest difficulty. We went back to our com
panions with the good news ; enjoyed a good soup which had been 
brewed in the meantime and laid our heads on our rucksacks. I slept 
the sleep of the Angels. 

I dreamed all night long that I was standing on the top of the Mat
terhorn and had sent a jodel down into the valley loud enough to be 
heard in Zermatt. Then, suddenly, I was alone on the summit. I 
could not see the others anywhere and the terror of it woke me up. 
It was about 2 a.m. and the others were also beginning to stir. We 
quickly brewed some hot tea and started off immediately on the assault 
of our giant peak (I I). We had, of course, roped up at once; Cros led, 
followed by Hudson, Wymper and Hadow, with my father next, then 
Lord Duglas and myself (12). At ab9ut 3 o'clock day began to dawn 
and the eastern sky shone like pure gold. Not a cloud was to be seen ; 
the only sounds were ~he footsteps of'seven enthusiastic climbers and 
the clatter of ice-axes on the rock. 

We followed the same line as I and Cros had reconnoitred the evening 
before. Things went famously till above the present site of the ' Old 
Refuge '. From there on, the difficulties increased, but we were all in 
good heart and managed to gain height fairly quickly. About ISO feet 
above where the Solvay Refuge (13) now stands we rested and ate a 
little to restore our strength. We then tackled the Shoulder, up which 
Cros cut steps. But Douglas in front of me had great difficulty in 
putting his feet down in the steps and several times he slipped ( 14). 
However, I held his legs firm in the steps with my hands almost all the 
time. At last we were on the Shoulder. Right at the top, where the 
ropes now begin, we left our· rucksacks and provisions. We held a 
council about the route to be followed up this, the most dangerous part 
of the climb ; we knew it would be easier again once we were over the 
Roof. It was Cros who took the decision. He thought we ought to 
traverse over onto the West face (IS), the so-called False Face (16). 
We found it entirely clear of snovv (I 7) ; there were little rock ledges an 
inch or two broad and we climbed up, making use of them, with the 
mountain falling away 6,ooo* feet below us, almost beyond the perpen
dicular. No words as we all climbed on, cautious and tense, for weal~ 

*,..[An exaggeration.] 

I 
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realised the gravity of the situation. It needed but the failure of a single 
hold for hand or foot to see us lying smashed to pieces on the glacier 
down there. I was young and nimble and climbed like a cat ; so I had 
always time to watch the others and to plant Lord Douglas's feet for 
him. He was not a good climber. Slowly but surely we made our way 
upwards in safety. At last we were over the Roof and at about 2 o'clock 
we had reached the summit (18). 

We did not stay long (19). My heart was so light that I could have 
taken wing, far away and out across all the mountains, heaven knows 
where to down to my sweetheart in Zermatt, perhaps. Then we 
prepared for the descent. Whymper now changed places with Lord 
Douglas ( 20) and was therefore next in front of me on the rope. Cros 
was still leading ; and so we climbed slo,vly over the Roof, at about 
the place where one still goes down now. At the bottom we traversed out 
onto the West face again ·along a rock band. We moved very slowly 
and with the utmost caution, for the descent was much more difficult 
than the ascent. We came to the end of the rock-bands, and Cros 
began to climb down the West face with the three next on the rope. 
From time to time my father belayed the rope round a spike of rock to 
safeguard them as they went down. Suddenly the four of them shot 
out into thin air like a small cloud. The rope broke as if it were a 
piece of string and the four young men disappeared from sight. It was 
all as swift as a lightning flash (21). Nobody uttered a sound (22). 
Down they went on the instant into the fearful abyss. 

It may be imagined what we felt like. We could hardly move for a 
while, so terrified were we. At last we tried to move on ; but Whymper 
was trembling so violently that he could hardly manage a safe step 
forward ( 23). My father climbed on in front, continually turning back 
to place Whymper's legs on the broken ledges of rock. We had to stop 
over and again to rest, for our spirits were low indeed. Then we moved 
slowly on again and at long last found ourselves, completely exhausted, 
on the Shoulder. There we tried to eat a little, but found it difficult to 
swallow a morsel ; we felt as if our gullets had been tied with a cord. 
Small wonder, for, far down below, we saw our poor comrades lying 
on the cold glacier (24). My heart was well-nigh breaking and the 
tears ran coursing unchecked down my cheeks (25). Our poor, poor 
friends ! Only this morning they had been so gay and keen ; now 
their battered bodies lay lifeless down there on the cold glacier. And 
if only that good Mr. Douglas had not changed places, he and not 
Whymper would have been safe ; certainly he would have proved a 
better and truer friend to us than this man Whymper, who had been 
remote and aloof from us throughout and remained so, though we had 
saved his life. For, without us, he too would have perished, even if 
later on he vaunted himself as the Lion of the Party and reported a 
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variety of matters which had no truth in them. Certainly I, for one, 
never saw anything of the three crosses which he stated he saw in the 
sky ( 26 ). Various expressions, too, which he put into our mouths 
were absolutely without foundation ( 27 ). In any case, how could 
Whymper have understood anything we said ; seeing that, at the time, 
he understood not a single word of German (28) and that my father 
knew no language but the German dialect spoken in Zermatt ? 

But let us get back to the descent. We collected the rucksacks 
and slowly, with great difficulty, reached a snow-free spot below the 
Shoulder, where there was room to sit down. There we spent the night 
in a sitting position. Towards dawn it became pretty cold, though 
the temperature had been generally very mild. As soon as there was 
enough daylight, we continued on our way down. We encountered 
no difficulties and, once we were on the move again, we soon recovered 
our agility, though it was not till 3 o'clock that we reached Zermatt (zg). 

Once there, we went straight to Papa Seiler at the Monte Rosa and 
reported the tragic outcome of the ascent. Preparations were at once 
made for recovering the bodies of those who had perished so tragically. 
It was Saturday and, as they were all known to be dead, there was no 
purpose in starting out by night, so the search-party waited for dawn to 
break (30 ). I could not go along ; I was suffering too severely from 
shock. Nor could Whymper or my father (31). 

The searchers found our poor friends lying on the glacier at the place 
we had indicated. Lord Douglas alone was missing and no trace of 
him has ever been found to this day (32). They were all terribly bat
tered, Cros the worst of all ; they had all lost most ·of their clothing . 

. Their burial, a few days later, in the graveyard of Zermatt's tiny church, 
was attended by the whole community. 

I have climbed the Matterhorn more than a hundred times since (33), 
but never without thinking of my dear companions who came to grief 
that day. My father and Whymper have already followed them to 
their eternal rest. Very soon now, the Angel of Death will be calling 
me too. 

I have told you simply and unreservedly what I saw and experienced 
on the first ascent of the Matterhorn. If you use my story for posterity, 
I leave my reputation in the hands of those who vvill read it ; thus, 
I finish my account (34). 
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NOTES 

(I) c Young' Peter Taug\"Valder was born on November I2, I843, and died 
March IO, I923 (A.J. 35· I IS). I-Iis career is studied in A.J. 59· 436. 
At the time he prepared his narrative, therefore, he had barely reached his 
74th birthday. 

(2) Douglas was at the Monte Rosa hotel, St. Niklaus, on June 26, en route 
for Zermatt (Gos : Le Cervin, I, illus. opp. p. 225). It is reasonable to 
suppose, therefore, that he reached Zermatt on June 27. On the evening 
of June 28 F. W. Maclean met him just returned from his first attempt on 
the Ober Gabelhorn (F. W. Maclean: Three Weeks arnongst the Upper 
R egions of the Alps, p. 2 I). 

(3) The first ascent of the Ober Gabelhorn was made by A. W. Moore and 
Horace Walker, with Jakob Anderegg, on July 6, I865. On the following 
day Douglas, with ' Old ' Peter Taugwalder and J oseph Vianin, made the 
second ascent and first traverse from Zinal to Zermatt. Douglas and 
Taugwalder, with Peter Inabnit, had made two previous attempts, both 
from Zermatt ; on the first of these they had made the first ascent of the 
Unter Gabelhorn and on the second attempt the first ascent of the 
Wellenkuppe. (See A.J. 6 I. 348- 5 I.) 

(4) (D rfhis account conflicts with what is known of the movements of various 
people. Croz did not arrive at Zermatt with Whymper. He had been 
engaged by Birkbeck, but the latter, on arrival at Chamonix, had returned 
to England because of ill-health. Croz was then engaged by Hudson, 
who was accompanied by Hadow. Whymper only arrived at Zermatt, 
with Lord Francis Douglas, on July I 2, and, meeting Croz, learned 
that Hudson had also come to Zermatt to attempt the Matterhorn. It was 
not till after dinner that evening that Whymper and Douglas invited 
Hudson to join their party. 

According to a contemporary issue of the Dun~fries Courier, Douglas 
had planned, before leaving Scotland, to make an attempt on the Matter
horn his last expedition for the season ; it was, therefore, no sudden 
decision. He planned to return home on July 1 9· 

It is curious to reflect hovv these three men, Hudson, Whymper and 
Douglas, who had set out independently of one another from this country 
with the object of ascending the Matterhorn, were brought together in 
Zermatt on July I 2, I 86 5. 

(ii) It will be noticed that no mention is made by Young Taugwalder of 
Douglas's flying visit to Breuil (Scrambles, p. 382 ; p. 303 *), about which 
Professor Graham Brown is informative (A.J. 57. 373). Smythe, Edward 
Whymper, p. I74, says: 'No one crossed the Theodule on the I rth ', but, 
in fact, Douglas crossed that day and Smythe's version of events (pp. 

· 174- 6) is incorrect by one day. 
(iii) Taugwalder's narrative bears out Professor Graham Brown's state

ment (op. cit., p. 374) that Douglas crossed to Breuil not with young ~eter, 
but with a younger son of Old Peter t for it is hardly credible that Young 

* Throughout these notes we have adopted the device of Professor Graham 
Brown in his article referred to, by giving two references to Scrambles, the first 
being to the first edition (r87r) and the second, in italics, to the sixth edition (1936). 

t Old Peter had three sons, the second of whom, Joseph, b. I 845, d. r 867 (A.J. 
3 I. 338), almost certainly went to Breuil with Douglas and later was on the Mat
terhorn up to the bivouac. A third son, Friedrich, was b. 1850 (see H. Fietz. 
Alexander Taugwalder supplement to Die Alpen, 1954 p. 7). 
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Peter \:vould write as he does of Douglas's coming to Zermatt if he himself 
had been with him. Though Whymper himself is not precise, the 
inference in his account is that it was not Young Peter who was with him 
and Douglas at Breuil, as is borne out by the instructions (Scrambles, 
p. 382 ; p. 30 5) to Old Peter to choose ' another guide '. Whymper's 
account reads as though Old Peter had been paid off by l)ouglas before 
the latter's visit to Breuil, and was later re-engaged. 

(iv) Young Peter makes no mention of his father having ' lately ' recon
noitred the eastern side of the Matterhorn, of which Douglas told Whymper, 
and in view of Old Peter's known engagements in I 86 5 up to July 7, it 
would seem that his expedition beyond the. Homli was either July 3- 4 or 
8th to 1oth, unless earlier on in June, before Douglas came to Zermatt. 

(v) Farrar (A.J. 32. 25) and Smythe (op. cit., p. 176) give no authority for 
stating it was Young Peter who went over to Breui1 and seem definitely to 
be wrong. 

(5) He ascended Monte Rosa on August 13, 1859 probably his first major 
expedition three months before his sixteenth birthday with two (not 
three) English students, F. Wathen and W. Hooper, both of Wadham 
College, Oxford. His father and ' J ean Cronick ' (J ohann Kronig) were 
the other guides. See A .J. 3 I. 321- 2. 

(6) In addition to other expeditions, he had also taken part in Kennedy's 
unsuccessful attempt on the D ent Blanche in July I 862 and the following 
year made what was probably the fifth ascent of the W eisshorn with 
J. Birkbeck, jr. 

(7) Douglas engaged Old Peter for the ascent before he and Whymper met 
Hudson, and gave him permission to choose another guide (Scrambles, 
p. 382 ; p. 305 (n) ). Hudson thought that Croz and Old Peter would be 
sufficient and the men agreed to the proposal. Whymper says that the two 
young Taugwalders were originally engaged as porters (Scrambles, pp. 
383- 4 ; p. 307), but when his brother returned to Zermatt from the camp, 
Young Peter went on as guide (ibid., p. 387; p. 3IO). 

(8) The time of departure is given in Scrambles (p. 384 ; p. 307) as 5.30 a.m. 
In his letter to The Times (see A.J. 2. 149), and in his letter to von Fellen
berg, Whymper says 5·35 a.m. Hudson wrote at 5 a.m. that they were 
' just off' (Smythe: op. cit., p. 18o). Old Peter agrees with these times · 
(A.J. 33· 242, Question 59). 

(9) This is a slight exaggeration, for step-cutting had at times been necessary 
even on the first day. There was certainly some snow on the upper part 
of the mountain (Scrambles, pp. 386, 388-9 ; pp. 309, 3II-I2). 

(1o) The ' old hut ' was erected at a height of 12,526 ft. in 1868 at the expense 
of Herr Seiler and the Swiss Alpine Club. It was abandoned in I879· 
Croz and Taugwalder ascended some 1 ,soo ft. in the course of their 
reconnaissance, as camp was pitched at 1 I,ooo ft. (ScrambJes, p. 386 : 
p. 309) . It is probable that young Peter was chosen to accompany Croz 
on this occasion because the two men had a language in common French 
(see Note 28 below). 

(1 I) The actual time of departure from the bivouac was 3.40 a.m. (A.J. 33· 235, 
Question 6) . Old Peter said it was 2 a.m., but the Court of Enquiry 
accepted Whymper's timing (A.J. 33· 242, 244). Whymper (A.J. 2. ISO) 
says they took ' less than ten hours ' on the ascent, implying nearly ten 
hours ; and as the time of arrival on the summit seems not in dispute 
(Note 18 below), it is clear that the start that morning must have been 
between 3.30 and 4 a.m. 
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(12) (Place of Roping) 
(i) This does not agree with Whymper, and Taugwalder may have been 

thinking in terms of the later practice of roping low down on the mountain. 
Neither in the letter to The Times, nor in Scrambles, does Whymper 
state at what precise point the rope was put on, but in both these accounts 
he says that' for the greater part of the way there was, indeed, no occasion 
for the rope '. In both accounts, also, he says that from the Shoulder, 
before moving onto the North face, 'we made a change in the order of 
ascent', but whether this means a change in the order of roping (i.e. that 
they had already roped) is not perfe

4

ctly clear. It is just possible that they 
started off in the order given by Taugwalder, though unroped, and took 
Whymper's order when they roped up. The inference from Whymper is 
that they only roped up on the Shoulder before moving onto the North face 
and this is confirmed by the Journal de Zermatt, August 25, 1895, where 
Whymper says ' at this moment [i.e. at the moment they decided to move 
onto the North face] we roped for the first time'. In Les Ascensions 
Celebres, ed. Zurcher and Margolle (2nd edn., 1869), p. 105, Whymper 
is quoted as saying that the rope was not used up to 14,000 ft. 

(ii) Though it may seem surprising to modern ideas that they climbed 
unroped to a height of some 14,000 ft., it may be remembered that Mum
mery (My Climbs, ed. 1936, p. 254) says 'the early climbers roped at the 
Shoulder'. E. Javelle is in substantial agreement (Alpine Memories, p. 178). 

(iii) Lower down on the mountain Whymper claims that sometimes he 
and sometimes Hudson led ; it appears odd that Michel Croz let amateurs 
lead the way and whilst there was, no doubt, some independence of move
ment when unroped, it may be that Whymper has generalised too much 
and that Croz, who was in substantial command of the party, took a share 
in the leading on the lower part of the mountain, as well as higher up. 

(Order on the Rope) 
(iv) The order given does not agree with Whymper (Scrambles, p. 388 ; 

p. JII). When the party moved onto the North face, he states that a 
change was made in the order of ascent, which became Croz-Whymper
Hudson, with Hadovv and Old Peter last. Douglas and Young Peter, not 
mentioned by name, would therefore have been, in unspecified order, 
between Hudson and Hadow. Contrast Smythe, op. cit., p. 183. 

(v) It is noteworthy that Taugwalder puts Hudson second on the rope 
and Whymper third, which would be quite normal, seeing that Hudson was 
Croz's employer. It is a question of Whymper's testimony against 
Taugwalder's ; as Whymper was in the van of the party he would not 
naturally be so conscious of the order on the rope behind him as Taug
walder. Moreover, it would be more usual, surely, for the elder Taug
walder to go ahead of his employer Douglas, and not to come last, whilst 
Young Peter's position as last man seems likely. It may be that as regards 
the tail of the party Young Peter's version is preferable to Whymper's, 
though Whymper had the advantage of writing whilst all was fresh in his 
memory instead of half a century later, like Taugwalder. 

(vi) On the other hand, Whymper was better placed to know the order in 
front and his mention of sometimes, after he had received a helping hand 
from Croz, turning to Hudson and offering him one, is so specific that it is 
impossible without very weighty authority to reject the story. Taugwalder 
shows himself too slipshod in his remarks to be considered a sufficient 
authority for rejecting Whymper's testimony on a matter the latter was 
better placed to know about. 
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(vii) We conclude, therefore, that on the upper part of the mountain 
Whymper was second on the rope and Hudson third, but that the last three 
in the party were, in order, Old Peter, Douglas, Young Peter. The normal 
place for Hadow would, one feels, be close to Hudson, whose protege he 
was, so he would naturally come fourth, between Hudson and Old Peter.t 

(13) The Solvay hut is situated at a height of approx. 13,130 ft. Taugwalder's 
indication of a resting place at about 13,300 ft. may be compared with 
Whymper's estimate of 14,000 ft. 

( r 4) (i) The description of Douglas's climbing powers is interesting but appears 
impossible to accept literally. In addition to the ascents mentioned in 
note (3) above, he had been up the W etterhorn, had crossed the Monch
joch and other passes, made the second ascent of the Antelao, and was in his 
third season in the Alps. It seems unlikely that he would have needed so 
much help on the Matterhorn ; probably Taugwalder is exaggerating from 
some small assistance he may have rendered. Girdlestone, it may be noted, 
speaks of Douglas as a 'very good mountaineer' (A.J. 57· 38o) and 
Whymper states definitely that Douglas' hardly ever required the slightest 
assistance and did not make a single slip throughout the day ' (A.J. 2. I 53). 
Admittedly, Whymper was not \vell placed to judge of Douglas's powers on 
the ascent, whereas Taugwalder was. 

(ii) Hadow has always been regarded as the weak link, which is borne out 
by T. S. Kennedy's remarks about him (A.J. 3· 76), which show Hadow as 
an e~ergetic but not a steady climber. Compare also Old Peter's opinion 
of Hadow ' a very bad climber ' (Scrambles, p. 376, Question 3 I ; A.J. 
33· 239). 

(iii) F. A. Yeats Brown (Family Notes, p. 274) records meeting Hadow 
with Hudson on Mont Blanc and says : ' Mr. Hadow was evidently a novice, 
he kept floundering into crevasses and having to be hauled out again.' 

(iv) In his account in the Journal de Zermatt (A.J. 45· 321 ; also C. Gos ; 
op. cit., p. xo8) Whymper states that Douglas, on the descent, asked him to 
tie on not only because he feared the consequences of a slip; he vvas also 
uneasy because of Hadow's unsteady progress. Hadow's poor showing 
may have been due, at least in a small degree, to the nailing of his boots. 
F. Montandon has dealt with this in an article in Die Alpen, I950, pp. 
288 sqq., ' Les Talons de Hadow ' ; he was of the opinion that the direct 
cause of the accident was the iron tipping round the heels of Hadow's boots. 
Charles Gos, Alpine Tragedy, p. 31, seems to agree. Early rumours 
attributed the accident to Douglas (F. W. Maclean: Three Weeks amongst 
the Upper Regions of the Alps, p. 42 ; Boll. C.A.I., I86s, p. IS) but this is 
completely negatived by the testimony of both Whymper and Old Taug
walder. An erroneous report in the Journal de Geneve, July x8, x86s, was 
probably the source of the rumours . 

(15) For' West' we should read' North'; the mistake occurs several times. 
(16) We are indebted to Herr Bernard Seiler for an explanation of the phrase 

' Latze Seite ' or ' False Face.' He says the word ' Hitz ' is customarily 
used in relation to a meadow or the side of a house that is sheltered or 

t Zurcher and Margolle (op. cit.) give the order after roping as: Croz
Whymper-Hudson-Hadow-Douglas-Taugwalder pere-Taugwalder fils. This is 
said to be taken from a letter by Whymper to the President of the Alpine Club. The 
4th edn. is the same; but in the sth (189I), revised by A. le Pileur, the account is a 
digest of £nformation from Whymper's letter to The Times and from Scrambles 
and the order on the rope is different. The first three are the same, and Hado'W and 
Taugwalder pere were placed last. We do not agree. 
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shaded, and clearly, therefore, it corresponds to the English word ' lee' . 
As the upper portion of the Northern face of the Matterhorn, above the 
Shoulder, receives little or no sunshine, it was appropriately nicknamed the 
' Hitze Seite.' 

( 17) This is contrary to Whymper who states that snow had filled the inter
stices of the rock-face and that the rocks " 'ere at times covered with a 
thin film of ice (Scrambles, p. 388 ; p. JI2). 

(18) Whymper records that he and Croz reached the summit at 1.40 p.m. The 
others arrived ten minutes later (A.J. 2. I so) while he and Croz were at 
the other end of the summit ridge looking for the Italians. M ' Cormick, 
op. cit., p. 13, says the news of the party being on the summit reached them 
in the salle a manger, Monte Rosa Hotel, at 2 o'clock. It will be remem
bered that Girdlestone, who had the story from Whymper, refers to 
Hudson also joining in the final race for the summit though h e himself 
actually saw only two figures (A.J. 57. 37 s-6). Charles Long, who was in 
Zermatt on the day of the ascent, only mentions two figures as being in 
advance of the rest of the party (Echo des Alpes, r867, p. 53). 

(19) (Time Spent on Summit) 
Whymper says one hour (Scrambles, p. 394; p. JIB. A.J. 2. 151). 

Taugwalder does not refer to his remaining on the summit while Whymper 
was writing the names of the party. In the Journal de Z ermatt account 
Whymper writes that after catching up the others he followed them for 
about five minutes without tying on to them, intending thus to continue 
the descent, i.e. on two ropes. In his letter written July 25, 1865, from 
Interlaken to E. von Fellenberg, Whymper says that he and Young Peter 
' caught them before they had descended any great distance and I then tied 
myself in line behind old Taugwalder ... ' (See C.A.I. Boll. x86s, No. I, 

pp. 20- 5, regarding Whymper's letter of July 26 to Signor Rimini.) 
At approximately 3 9'clock, about a quarter of an hour after Whymper 

h ad left the summit, Douglas asked him to tie on to Old Peter. About five 
minutes later the accident took place (A.J. 45· 322), and may therefore be 
presumed to have occurred between 3·5 and 3.10 p .m. 

(20) (Change of order on the rope) 
What Taugwalder means, evidently, is that whereas Douglas had been 

in front of him on the ascent, on the descent it was Whymper who was 
in front of him. In the J ournal de Zermatt account Whymper says that 
he did not notice whether the rest of the party were roped up by Croz or 
T augwalder, nor how they were tied (A.J. 45· 321), but in Scrambles (pp. 
395- 6; pp. 3I9- 20) and in his letter to The Times (A.J. 2. 151) he recorqs 
that the party was being roped up in the order that he and Hudson had 
agreed upon, while he was making his sketch of the summit. That the 
four men who were killed were roped together by Croz is evident from Old 
Peter's testimony at the official enquiry (A.J. 33· 238, Question 24). It is 
impossible to accept Young Peter's statement quoted in Scrambles, 6th 
edn., p. 323 (n). 

(2 1) (i) Young Taugwalder would have been too distant to see the causes of the 
accident and his account is in accordance with what Old Peter said at the 
official enquiry (Scrambles, pp. 376-7, Question 54 ; A.J. 33· 242). 

(ii) Farrar (A.J. 33· 249) seems unwilling to accept Old Peter's claim to 
· have belayed the rope between himself and Whymper, as this implies that 

the rope was not taut, whereas Whymper (Scrambles, p. 397 ; p. 322) 
definitely says it was taut. The two statements, to our thinking, are not 
inconsistent ; however cautiously people may be moving on a mountain 
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one by one, there are moments when a rope is not taut but may be in pro
ces~ of being gathered in. It would be likely enough that Old Peter, when 
gathering in the rope behind him, should belay it ; and equally for 
Whymper to describe it as being taut as at the moment of the accident it 
would be. This is Professor Graham Brown's view A.J. 57· 377· 
There is nothing, however, in the statements of either of the Taugwalders 
to show that the rope between Douglas and Old Peter had been belayed ; 
in any case, Y ow1g Peter was probably merely echoing his father's asser-
tion, and bolstering up the guides' part in the climb. • 

(iii) Farrar comments that he could not recall suitable rocks for this 
purpose at the place of the accident. But on his own admission, he was 
never on the actual site, and in any case rock-falls on the Matterhorn are 
frequent and the small details of the place may well be different since I 86 5. 
Moreover, Whymper virtually corroborates Old Peter when he says in a 
footnote in Scrambles, ' Old Peter was firmly planted, and stood just 
beneath a large rock which he hugged with both arms '. It would seem 
that Old Peter had grasped the rope between himself and Douglas, and 
Giissfeldt was shown the marks on his wrist where the cords had rasped 
him (In den Hochalpen, pp. 21-2). If there was a rock he could clasp and 
Girdlestone's testimony is to the same effect (A.J. 57. 376), he might also 
have belayed a rope round it. 

(iv) Whymper, in The Graphic, September 29, 1894 (p. 374) says Old 
Peter was shunned by the villagers soon after the descent to Zermatt; and 
he goes on to describe how Taugwalder, on meeting the returning party of 
volunteers who had been out to recover the bodies, said: ' Mr. R[obert
son], they say I cut the rope. Look at my fingers I ' and opening his hands 
showed how they had been lacerated by the jerk which all but tore him 
from his grasp. 

(22) (i) Croz did, in fact, utter a startled exclamation (Scrambles, p. 397 ; pp. 
32I-2. Cp. Girdlestone, A.J. 57· 376.). 

tii) According to Studer (Uber Eis und Schnee, ed. 1898, ii. p. 173), 
quoted without comment by R. L. G. Irving in his edition of Guido Rey's 
The Matterhorn, p. 272, note 33, Old Peter said that Croz at first withstood 
not only Hadow's fall, but also that of Hudson and Douglas. When he 
could no longer hofd, he uttered the word ' impossible ' and with a cry was 
pulled off. This corroborates Whymper to the extent of agreeing that 
Croz made some utterance before he fell, but is otherwise an entirely 
different story from Whymper's, that Hadow fell against Croz and knocked· 
him over, and that the two falling dragged down first Hudson and then 
Douglas. Studer says that Taugwalder's testimony was made at the 
Enquiry, but this is not so, as can be seen in A.J. 33· 239, where nothing is 
said (Question 30) about Croz withstanding the pull of the other three: all 
he says is that the three pulled Croz off. Cross-examined on this point, 
with Whymper's version quoted against him (Question 63), Taugwalder 
said,' I no longer want to maintain that Cropt (sic) fell after the other three 
tourists', and tacitly admits that Whymper's version was more accurate 
than his. This was perfectly candid and reasonable, but does not support 
Studer's version. Professor Graham Brown (A.J. 57. 378), however, does 
not accept Taugwalder's retractation. We ourselves accept it, and think, 
with Farrar (A.J. 33· 248), that Taugwalder's answer to Question 36, that, 
with Croz's aid, he might have saved the others, is open to question, as ·the 
weak rope link between him and Douglas would still remain. 

(iii) It is not clear how Diibi or Waber, Studer's editors, could have 
known of the questions and answers at the Enquiry, for they had not been 
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tnade public in I 898 ; it tnay be they had heard talk on the subject and 
quoted from hearsay. 

(23) It is likely that Taugwalder is substantially correct here that all three 
were paralysed and unnerved by the accident, Whymper himself among 
them. The latter's own remark (Scrambles, p. 398 ; p. 322) that they 
remained stationary for half an hour implies it, and though it may be true, 
as Smythe (op. cit., pp. 192-3) thought, that Whymper controlled himself 
better than the guides, it ·would be no reflection on him if he, too, was 

I 

shaken, even as they ·were. 
( 24) (i) Taugwalder's statement may owe something to his imagination and one 

must be on one's guard against his testimony. Whymper (A.J. 2. I 52) 
says they looked in vain on the descent for traces of their companions, and 
he repeats the remark in Scrarnbles ; but in his letter to von Fellenberg, and 
in his reply to Question I I at the Enquiry (A.J. 33· 236), he records that 
they saw two of the ice-axes of those who had fallen, arrested in the snow. 
In fact, on the descent of the Hornli route of the Matterhorn, much of the 
way lies on the East face, from which the Matterhorn glacier cannot be 
seen. Nor, if the victims were visible on the Matterhorn glacier, would 
there have been any point, next day, in s~nding out the first search party 
to try and spot the bodies ; if the returned travellers had reported that they 
had seen whe.Fe the bodies lay, the natural thing would be for the party of 
guides to go straight there. 

(ii) In a letter dated September 4, I 87 I (in A. C. archives), to Professor 
Tyndall, Eliza Pennell writes that her brother William Leighton Jordan, 
who traversed the summit of the Matterhorn in 1867, ' found several 
vestiges ' of the accident of I 86 5 : ' the ice-axe of Michel Cros_, I believe, 
and other articles, and my brother felt confident that he could distinguish 
the missing body, hanging over a ledge of rock, but thought it would only 
tend to harrow the feelings of his friends did he make it known.' 

(iii) Leighton Jordan, in his narratives in A.J. 30. 316 sqq. ; 31. 90 sqq., 
though he refers to relics left by earlier parties, and to Michel Croz's shirt 
in particular, says nothing of Croz's axe, which, according to Whymper, 
Croz certainly had with him he laid it aside whilst helping Hadow. 

(iv) Mrs. Pennell's statement may mean that Croz's axe was seen caught 
up on the North face, which would corroborate Whymper's testimony 
already noted. The claim to have seen Lord Francis's body was .never put 
out by Jordan himself and must be viewed with some doubt. Still, for 
what it is worth, this story may be connected with Studer's statement (in 
the first edition only of Uber Eis und Schnee, ii. 97 and see A.J. 6o. 381) 
that the body was found hanging on the rocks and brought down with great 
difficulty and danger. · 

(v) Charles Gos (Alpine Tragedy, p. 34, n. 8) advocated the fantastic 
idea that Douglas's body was literally' torn to pieces, reduced to nothing'. 
Why one body should suffer this surprising dissolution, whilst the other 
three, though horribly mangled, were all recognisable, is not explained. 
Gos says other instances suggest the notion: he mentions none, however, 
nor indeed could he, if matter could be destroyed like this. The most 
natural explanation is that the body was caught up on the face of the 
mountain; whether some climbing party on the North face will one day 
find a macabre relic of the first ascent of the peak, or whether the body 
gradually disintegrated, to be engulfed in the glacier below, perhaps, time 
may ultimately show, just as Winkler's remains have come to light recently 
beneath the West face of the Weisshorn (A.J. 61. 388). 
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(25) This remark of Taugwalder's, together ·with that just before, that they \Vere 
too terrified to move, gives point to Whymper's statements about him 
being unnerved (Scran-tbles, p. 398 ; pp. 322-3 ; Smythe, op. cit., p. 192). 

(26) It is impossible to reconcile Whymper's elaborate description of this spec
tacle with Taugwalder's flat denial of it. According to Whymper the 
Taugwalders were the first to see it (Scrambles, p. 399 ; p. 324). Readers 
must decide for themselves whether Whymper would have deliberately 
invented such a tale (which served no purpose and which cou]d be denied 
promptly by both Taugwalders if so minded), or whether Young Peter in 
his narrative is simply trying to denigrate Whymper. Admittedly, Whymper 
did not mention the three crosses in the sky in his letter to The Times, but it 
is unlikely that he would do so in a newspaper. Young Peter's denial is not 
very convincing, for he must have realised that there was no-one alive 
to contradict him and he was clearly minded to belittle Whymper. 

It is worthy of mention that the Italian party, during their descent by 
the South-west ridge three days later, saw the Brocken Spectre (Scrambles, 
p. 400 n. ; p. 325 n.), but Gos was of the opinion that the phenomenon 
seen by Whymper and the Taugwa]ders should not be confused with the 
Spectre of the Brocken (Propos d'un Alpiniste, p. 45). 

(27) (.Terrified behaviour of the Taugwalders) 
(i) Both father and son are stated by Whymper to have cried ' we are 

lost '. Critics of Whymper, such as Carl Egger and Sir Arnold Lunn, 
appear to have overlooked the fact that so distinguished a climber as T. S. 
Kennedy gave a very poor report of the behaviour of Old Peter during the 
first attempt on the Dent Blanche. When sent on (roped) to reconnoitre, 
he slipped and came back 'with a face as white as that of a frightened 

• 

girl ... his nerve being entirely destroyed by the. fright '. Kennedy then 
had to take the lead, but presently Taugwalder's courage failed again he 
declared that he could not follow and the son sided with the father (A.J. 
I. 34). Lunn's statement (A.J. 55· 290) that on this expedition Taugwalder 
' came within measurable distance of success ' may be literally true, since 
the party was within one hour of the summit, but it is tendentious, as he 
ignores the fact that Taugwalder's behaviour was the sole cause of the 
failure of the expedition. In view of Taugwalder's behaviour on the Dent 
Blanche it is not unreasonable to suppose that in the far more dangerous 
and trying situation in which he found himself on the Matterhorn he again 
lost his nerve, and that Whymper's account of the descent is probably more 
reliable than that of Taugwalder's son. Douglas himself had found Old 
Peter to be the probable cause of their not having made the first ascent of 
the Ober Gabelhom (F. W. Maclean, op. cit., p. 22) . 

• 
(ii) On two separate occasions, therefore, Old Peter was responsible for 

the failure of a first ascent. Again, when T. S. Kennedy made his winter 
attempt on the Matterhorn, Taugwalder was the first to say that he could 
go no further (A.J. I. 81). He was also concerned in Tuckett's unsuccessful 
attempt on the Lyskamm in I 86o. In face of these facts it is impossible 
to accept Lunn's statement (A.J. 55· 290) that Taugwalder was 'by com
mon consent one of the leading guides of his generation '. 

(iii) John Ball, in the Introduction to his Alpine Guide, gave a list of die 
best-known guides of the day. In Western Alps, I863, p. xxxv, there is 
no mention of the Taugwalders, though several other Zermatt guides are 
given. Nor in the revised lists in the Introduction, Central Alps, I864 
(p. xvii) and I87o (p. xxix) is Taugwalder mentioned. In Western Alps, 
1870 (p. xxi~), however, Ball includes Taugwalder and writes : ' Peter 
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Taugwalder (of Zermatt). A steady climber, strong and willing, though 
no longer young. Rather eccentric in his ways. Has a son whom he 
generally insists on taking with him, but who is not fit for general work.' 

The revised list in Eastern Alps, 1879, does not mention either Taug
walder. 

Ball's views on the Taugwalders are not conclusive, but the omission 
of the name from four out of five lists does suggest that the men were not 
in the front rank. Nor was either guide given a place in Cunningham and 
Abney's Pioneers of the Alps. 

Records doubtless are incomplete, but considering the era in vvhi€h he 
lived, Old Peter, if he was really one of the outstanding guides of the day, 
would surely have left a bigger mark. Apart from some early ascents of 
Monte Rosa (A.J. 31. 305 sqq.) and his climbs in r86s he did little of note; 
the first ascent of Pollux and the first traverse of the Allalinhorn (where he 
was not the leading guide and where he opposed in Leslie Stephen's view, 
wrongly the line of descent selected by Franz Andenmatten: see F. Gal
ton : Vacation Tourists and Notes of Travel in I86o, p. 276 ; A.J. 32. 215 ; 
and cp. C. E. Engel : A History of Mountaineering in the Alps, p. r 39) and 
four failures, Dent Blanche, Lyskamm, and Ober Gabelhorn (twice). His 
double failure on the _Ober Gabelhorn is the more significant when it is 

· recalled that J akob Anderegg, a ' foreign ' guide, led his party straight up 
the mountain at the first attempt. 

(iv) It is true that Douglas says (A.J. 2. 222) that on his ascent of the 
Ober Gabelhorn Taugwalder' acted admirably and really showed himself a 
first-rate guide', but this verdict is offset by the fact that Taugwalder 
nearly brought disaster on his party by allowing them to sit and lunch on a 
cornice which broke beneath them. Moore's party the day before had 
discerned the dangerous condition of this cornice. Favourable opinions 
of Old Peter are given by Jacot (A.J. 32. 212) and by Schweitzer (P.P.G., 
2nd ser., I. 343), though since the latter only has reference to an ascent of 
the Breithorn, it hardly amounts to much. 

(v) Since Gos (op. cit., p. 185 (n)) quotes Gi.issfeldt and Tuckett in 
support of Old Taugwalder's reputation, it is worth observing that anyone 
who turns up the references will find that neither of these distinguished 
mountaineers really testifies very highly to Taugwalder's worth. Gi.iss
feldt, who, as is well known, went to Zermatt soon after the accident to try 
the Matterhorn from that side, sought out Old Taugwalder and told him 
of the project, whereupon Taugwalder became vehemently alarmed and 
begged him to give up the idea, which could not end well (Gi.issfeldt : In 
den Hochalpen, pp. 21-2). When, ultimately, Gussfeldt with difficulty 
induced the Taug\valders to try the Italian side, they did not get very far 
(A.J. 37. 386; and cp. A.J. 32. 97-8). F. Thioly, having failed to find any 
Zermatt guide willing to attempt the Matterhorn with him in I 866, could 
not induce Taugwalder to accompany him even in r867 (S.A.C.J., vi, 
p. 170). 

(vi) Tuckett (A Pioneer in the High Alps, p. 70) certainly described Old 
Peter as a ' first-rate Zermatt guide,' but he wrote those words in 1859 
before any of Taugwalder's fiascos, and the same limitation attaches to 
Hinchliff's testimony in Summer Months among the Alps, written before 
1857. All Tuckett did with him in 1859 was to make an unsuccessful 
attempt on Monte Rosa and to go up the Brei thorn. Next year came the 
unsuccessful attempt on the Lyskamm and, whether by accident or design, 
the fact remains that after that expedition Tuckett never employed Taug
vvalder again. 
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(vii) We are not concerned to try and denigrate Old Taugwalder : his 
record is against him, not in any pejorative sense of words, as implying 
subscription to fanciful notions of his having cut the rope, etc., in 186 5 
(indeed, at the actual motnent of the accident he behaved well), but simply 
in that his climbing career appears to be considerably below the level of 
many other guides of his day. He suffered unjust accusations (which seem 
to have originated in the first place from his o'vn compatriots in Zermatt, 
not from Whymper) ; but no good purpose is served by rushing to the 
other extreme, as we think Lunn has done, and trying to make out Taug
walder to h ave been a greater guide than the records show, or than con
tetnporaries such as Ball and others have claimed. 

(viii) Young Peter presumably had in mind Whymper's observations 
(Scranzbles, p. 401 ; pp. 325-6 ; Smythe: op. cit., pp. 194-6) that they 
hoped to ' cash in ' on a statement that they had not been paid ; and that 
they behaved callously and even, to him, threateningly, during the night of 
July 14/ 15. Both Lunn (A.J. 55· 293) and Smythe (op. cit., 196- 7) agree 
in thinking (in our opinion rightly) that Whymper probably exaggerated on 
casual remarks made by the two Taugwalders, and some,;vh at misunderstood 
them. All three men had been through a nerve-shattering experience and 
were likely to be on edge and to say more than they meant. 

(28) This was by no means the first occasion on which Whymper had climbed 
with German-speaking guides and one wonders if it was strictly true that 
he did not understand a single word of German. He admits that he did 
not understand the Taugwalders' patois (Scrambles, p. 4oo ; p. 32 5). 
In any case, Young Peter spoke French, (A.J. 33· 247) of '\lvhich Whymper 
had some knowledge. Lunn (A.J. 55· 293} in our opinion overstresses 
Whymper's linguistic disabilities ; he may not have been expert, but a 
man would hardly travel about for several seasons with German and 
French-speaking guides without acquiring some skill in ordinary conver
sation in these languages. After the ascent of the Ecrins, Whymper and 
Croz sat up till after midnight ' recounting wonderful stories ' (Scrambles, 
p. 220 ; p. 175 ; A.J. 2. 236). Either Whymper had a reasonably fluent 
command of French, or Croz had the same of English. I s it, in fact, 
known if Croz spoke any English ? He apparently knew no German 
(A. W. Moore, letter to Wm. Mathews, undated, but c. June 1864 ; copy 
in A. C. archives). Whymper (Scrambles, p. 266 ; p. 226) says' Croz spoke 
French alone '. 

(29) (Arrival back in Zermatt) 
(i) There is a wide discrepancy here. According to Whymper the sur

vivors reached Zermatt at 10.30 a.m. Taugwalder must be wrong, for 
the time taken, on his figures, ·would be quite excessive for a descent to 
Zermatt. If they had arrived back so late as 3 p.m. (or even 2 o'cldck, as 
stated by Girdlestone [A.J. 57 . 376]) Whymper could not have sent out 
a search party and been prepared to follow himself by 4.30, after sending 
a man up to the Riffel Alp to fetch M ' Cormick (J. M ' Cormick : A 
Sad Holiday , pp. 13-14). M'Cormick ran down on receiving this message 
but says it was decided not to make a further search that day: ' had we 
started at four o'clock ... 'so evidently he was down before 4 p .m. 

(ii) Yeats Brown (op. cit., p . 276) reached Zermatt that afternoon after 
passing the first search party of guides on the way. He found Whymper 
was asleep at the Monte Rosa hotel. Later in the day, he says, they went 
out to meet the guides, who were away six hours ; all this points to the 
first search-party having set out about lunch-time, in which case Whymper 
must have arrived from the mountain at some such hour as 10.30, as he 
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says. Old Taugwalder, at the Enquiry, said they arrived back at Zermatt 
in the morning (A.:J. 33· 239, Question 32). 

(iii) For what he is worth, Step hen d' Arve (Histoire du Mont Blanc, p. 
341) gives the time of Whymper's arrival as I 1 o'clock, and the search party 
as departing at 2 p .m. 

(30) Whymper says (Scrambles, p. 401 ; p. 326) that a party went out to recon
noitre promptly, and he is confirmed by M'Cormick (op. cit., 3rd edn., 
p. 14). F. A. Yeats Brown records (op. cit., p. 276) that his party met the 
guides shortly after they had set out. Once again, Taugwalder is incorrect. 

(3 I) See note (25) above. Whymper's remark that Young Taugwalder was 
quite unnerved is again borne out by Taugwalder's own statement. 
Whymper was, of course, a member of the second search party. 

(32) A pair of gloves, a belt, and a boot were found on July 16 and a sleeve by a 
later party (Scrambles, pp. 402 n., 404 n. ; pp. 327 n., 330 n. ; A.J. 33· 
237, Question 1 6). Whymper made no mention of the boot at the Enquiry, 
but Charles Gos (Alpine Tragedy, pp. 3 I, 34, note 8) speaks of it, and it is 
now in the Zermatt museum. Gos comments on the fragment of Croz's 
rosary that was found the beads only, but not the crucifix. The latter, 
however, was found embedded in Croz's jaw, and the Rev. J. Robertson 
dug it out with a penknife (information from his son, Mr. Ainslie J. 
Robertson). 

(33) He is reputed to have made 125 ascents (A.J. 35· 115; William Bellows, 
Zermatt and the Matterhorn, p. 4). 

(34) This footnote to Taugwalder's narrative is not contained in the German 
version, but only in the French translation. It may, therefore, have been 
incorporated from a separate letter from Taugwalder to Montagnier. 

In general, the narrative of Young Taugwalder confirms in our minds the 
impression made by it on Farrar (see p. 484 above), that it is difficult to 
regard it as wholly his own composition. Such passages as those describ
ing the view as they lunched on the Hornli ; or the footsteps of seven 
climbers {p. 490) ; or of the four men shooting out into the air ' like 
a small cloud ' (p. 491) suggest efforts at ' fine ' writing, possibly by 
Montagnier's man who interviewed Taugwalder (p. 484, note 3). 
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APPENDIX 

(I) Whilst the six other members of the· party on the first ascent of the Matter
horn are well enough known to all students of mountaineering literature, little is 
known, or could be, of Hadow. 

Douglas Robert Hadow was born in 1846, the eldest son of Patrick Douglas 
Hadow (x8x I-76) and Emma Nisbet (d. 1892). The father in 1849 was elected a 
Director of the P. & 0. S.N. Co., Deputy Chairman in x86I, and Chairman 
from 1868 to his death in September 1876. The other sons of this marriage 
were Reginald Campbell Hadow, the father of Major Hubert R. Hadow, to 
whom we are indebted for information; Patrick Francis Ha<Jow, a tea planter 
in Ceylon; and Cecil Macdonald Hadow, proprietor of a carpet industry in 
Kashmir and father of our present member, Major Kenneth C. Hadow. 

Douglas Robert was educated at Harrow, where he was entered in April x86o 
(Harrow School Register, I80I-<)3, p. 274). He paid a visit to Zermatt in 
September, 1864 (A.:J. 51· 382), but prior to his visit to the Alps in x865 he was 
said to have gone as a pupil to Charles Hudson. This, however, is explicitly 
denied by the Rev. J. W. Charlton (A.J. 32. 21). No letters of Hadow's appear 
to exist and nothing has survived that throws any light on his character. 

(2) The Ropes. The ropes used in 1865 on the Matterhorn are of great 
interest, since the failure of one brought about four deaths, but the subject has 
been bedevilled by a certain vagueness on Whymper's part and by assumptions 
that have been made by critics. 

Whymper (Scrambles, xst edn., p. 382) says that he had three kinds of rope, 
totalling nearly 6oo ft., viz. : 

Manila rope 200 ft. 
A stouter rope 1 so ft. 
Sash line over 200 ft. 

and he says the same thing in almost identical words in his letter to The Times 
and in Zermatt and the Matterhorn. 

It was assumed by Farrar (A.J. 32. 29; 33· 247) and by Smythe (Edward 
Whymper, p. 188) that the Manila rope was in one length of 200 ft., but as 
H. Edwards (A.J. 45· 320) noted, Whymper had written earlier in Scrambles 
(p. 374),' In x865 we carried two xoo-ft. lengths of the Manilla rope', and this 
statement renders it virtually certain that the Manila rope he had on the Matter
horn was not in one length, but in two. (Car! Egger, Pioniere der Alpen, p. 189, 
noted this point also.) The mere weight {nearly 13 lb. Scrambles, Ist edn., 
p. 374) of 200 ft. of Manila rope ,would be against its being carried in one 
length. 

Edwards (influenced by Strutt) assumed that one length of xoo-ft. Manila was 
not taken on the climb, but either left in camp or taken back to Zermatt by the 
youngest Taugwalder. Whymper himself says nothing to this effect ; on the 
contrary, if his letter to The Times is read without presuppositions, it seems to 
mean perfectly clearly that they took all his rope i.e. all four. 

On the descent, the sash line at any rate is accounted for ; Old Taugwalder 
had it and it was only put to use to join him to Douglas. 

The reason given by Taugwalder at the Enquiry for not being tied to the same 
rope as joined the four men in front of him is clear and convincing there was 
not enough for five men. Now this implies one of the xoo-ft. Manila ropes, 
for by I 86 5 practice the 1 so-ft. of stouter rope would have sufficed for five. 
Edwards (op. cit., p. 321) assumes 4! ft. per waist loop and 20ft. between men 
and reckons therefore that after Douglas had tied on there should be 22 ft. for 
Old Peter to use. (Zurcher and Margolle, Les Ascensions Celebres, znd edn . 

• 
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I 869, p. 107, agree that 20 ft. was the distance between men.) Edwards is 
trying to have his argument both vvays: if on his figures 24} ft. was needed per 
man, then 22 ft. was not enough for Old Peter. In any case, these pedantically 
exact figures would be most unlikely to be realised in practice : a foot or two 
more, here or there, and there would be far too little for Old Peter to use. 
Clearly, he had to use another rope. · 

Farrar and Smythe fow1d it incomprehensible that Old Peter was not tied on 
to the same rope as joined the four men ahead of him, but they were misled by 
their assumption that the Manila was one rope of 200 ft. Whymper himself 
(Scranlbles, xst edn., p. 403) tnade an interesting statement on the matter that 
would not appear to have been given the attention it deserves. He makes two 

• • 

points : 

(a) that those who fell had been tied with the Manila rope OR with the second 
and equally strong rope (it was only on the discovery of the bodies that 
Whymper realized this and he has recorded his astonishment A.J. 2. ISJ). 

(b) that there was no need for Old Peter to have used the sash line at all, as 
there was more than 2 so ft. of the better qualities still remaining out of 
use.* 

Now, as regards (a), it is evident that by' the second and equally strong rope', 
Whymper means the I so-ft. rope. But it is surely strange that he should not 
know which rope -vvas used the Manila or the other. Taken in conjunction 
with (b), the conclusion seems to be that on the descent the Croz-Hadow
Hudson-Douglas- Taugwalder quintet had with them (in addition to the sash 
line), one xoo-ft. Manila rope (in use) and the ISO ft. of stouter rope, leaving the 
remaining xoo-ft. Manila for the link Old Peter- Whymper-Young Peter. 
Edwards seems quite out of order in doubting Whymper's figure of 2SO ft. 
(see A.J. 4S· 327). 

Furthermore, if only three ropes, and not the whole four, had been taken, as 
suggested by Ed-vvards, then, since two ropes were brought down by the sur
vivors, Whymper must have known which was the rope that had tied those who 
fell there could not then be any alt~rnative in the matter. t 

The fact that Whymper did not know which rope was used to tie the four men 
renders it highly probable that they had two ropes with them in addition to the 
sash line ; and the fact that Old Peter found not enough with which to tie 
himself on to them makes it all but certain that the rope used by the four was a 
xoo-ft. Manila. The xso-ft. rope, therefore, must have been carried, and since 
it is more likely that a guide would carry a spare rope than an amateur, it seems 
probable that the spare coil -vvas carried by Croz. 

Why did Croz not see that 0 Id Peter vvas linked to Douglas by a sound rope ? 
Taugwalder said at the Enquiry (Question 24) that Croz tied the first four 
persons together. Remembering that Croz and Old Peter could not talk one 
another's language, it is a fair inference, we suggest, that Croz was under the 
impression that, just as he was tying four men with a xoo-ft. rope, so Old Peter, 

* In his Graphic a1·ticle, Oct. 6, 1894, p. 402, Whymper says there was more 
than 400ft. of rope out of use. He is arguing here to show that there was ample to 
spare for fixing to the rocks, and the figure is correct, if one includes unused sash line. 
It all goes to prove that the entire 6ooft. (nearly) of rope was carried up the mountain. 

t Part of the uncertainty about the ropes has been due to Whymper' s slightly 
vague terms; he only once speaks of ' three ropes' (Scrambles, xst edn., p. 398), 
and even there, especially when one relates the rernark to others used by him, it 
would appear that he is thinking of the three types of rope, and not of the number Qf 

ropes. 

• 

' 
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in the rear of the quintet, was seeing to the joining up of the remainder of the 
party with the other Manila rope. It will be remembered that the main body 

• 

was waiting for Whymper to finish his sketch, and with a large party strung out 
along a ridge, it is easy to believe that a misunderstanding arose between the two 
major guides, Croz leaving it to Taugwalder, and the latter waiting for Whymper 
and doing nothing until the first lot moved off, leaving Whymper and Young 
Taugwalder on the summit, when Old Peter had no alternative but to use the 
sash line to join up with Douglas, unless he remained behind himself, which 
would be unusual, since Douglas was his employer. 

Looking back in the light of the catastrophe, we can see that both Croz and 
Old Taugwalder were at fault in not having seen that proper ropes were being 
used throughout. Croz, if anyone, was in general charge of the party and must 
bear some of the blame.t Old Peter should have insisted on waiting until 
Whymper had finished putting the names in the bottle, and then used the other 
Manila rope, which was quite long enough for the two men behind him and for 
tying on to the man (Douglas) ahead of him. Taugwalder may genuinely 
have believed that the sash line was good enough, as he said to Question 29, 
but it is a reflection upon his capabilities as a guide if he did think so. Whymper 
himself is not faultless, as he should have observed, when he tied on to Old 
Peter, that the latter was using the sash line ; Douglas, too, should have noticed 
the different qualities of the two ropes around his ·waist. 

The Rev. Richard Glover (The Ti1nes, July 27, 1865), in a well-meant effort 
to clear Whymper of blame for the use of the sash line, claimed that that rope 
had been round his own waist when he evidently accompanied Whymper's 
party across the Theodule on June 20. As Glover goes on to say, however, that 
the rope he wore was ' an unusually strong one much stronger than those used 
by the guides, as I myself compared it with them ', and as he makes this remark 
immediately after saying that Whymper made a point of never using any but his 
own ropes, it is clear that Glover was romancing, and that the rope he was tied 
with was one of the better ones in Whymper's possession. Furthermore, at the 
time Glover wrote, no statement had appeared, expressly saying which rope had 
broken, so Glover was not in a position to be so emphatic. In other respects, 
his letter in The Times was inaccurate and unfortunate. 

No doubt the excitement of the occasion was largely responsible for a general 
carelessness over the ropes, at a time when roping practice was in an elementary 
stage.§ Still, there would seem to be some truth in a remark made by Whymper 
nearly thirty years afterwards (The Graphic, Oct. 6, 1894, p. 402) : ' I have 
always regarded this accident as arising from divided responsibility, through no 
one person being in command of the party. Ever afterwards I have travelled 
alone.' 

t Leslie Stephen, in his review of Scrambles in Macmillan's Magazine (August 
1871), vol. 24, p. 309, observes that Croz was almost equally responsible with 
Taugwalder for the weak rope link. W. Henry Lewin, Climbs, pp. 139-41, 
though his reasoning is too speculative to commend itself entirely, agrees in allotting 
some of the blanze for the catastrophe to Croz and to Hudson. 

§ T. S. Kennedy, in The Times, Jul'J' 28, 1865, rightly observes that, after a 
difficult ascent, men are apt to become careless on the descent. Kennedy's letter is 
worth study, for he appreciated better than either Whymper or Hudson that a large, 
cumbersome party was dangerous, and that the best climber should con-ze down last. 
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